Hawaiian Dance In Culbertson
Eight FCG Girls Led by Lani Revolto
To Present "Hawaiian" Baccalaureate

Today at the assembly a group of eight girls from FCG will present a pro-
gram of Hawaiian dances. Lani came to this country about a year ago as one of the few people who know all about the dances. She has been taught dancing to several screen in New York City by whom is Margaret O'Trent.

The schedule is program as follows:

Two numbers by Lani Revolto
A grand dance.
Four numbers by the entire group.

This assembly is the same one that was scheduled for last term, but was called off because of the illness in the troops.

Institutors Elect New Officers
Loni last night, the Institutioes of Cal-
tech's largest service organization, held their elections. The President of the Institutioes was elected preliminary to the Ist term in office.

Hose representatives are K. B. Reiberger, Baccal.
Houser, Loni Revolto, Doherty, Bob Flaming, Teddy Ellsowbber, Blacker. Teddy will now be selecting his second term in office.

Purpose of Institutioes
The purpose of the Institutioes is to get the hard jobs around campus done in such a way that there is a fair distribution of work. The working members have finally been recognized through the honest people.

Intermeudian System

Radio Billboard

Part Time Jobs
There is a general request that all students in-

volve during the third term register in a job that is as possible and leave their other jobs, so that they may have been regist-

ered successfully, every one.

GE Jet Model

A demonstration model of the General Electric jet engine, the GE 2-41, will be on display at the Group and the ME building. The model is a compact, silent, and efficient, but clearly plastic so that its operation can be demonstrated.

In the real-air engine air enters through the intake of the engine and passes into the compressor. Here its pres-

sure is multiplied about five times by the hundreds of blades, it passes into smaller and smaller forces. Finally into the eight combustion chambers, it is ignited with compressed fuel and burned.

By the removal of the compact air and forces, it is pumped out through the tail-

cone. The turbine, spinning like a propeller, is turned into the open the compressor. The result is that the very few car and 66 high thrust windmill is air for-

ces, the windmill in air pressurized and blown onto the jet. This is a result of a 27 years and 37 months of research on this project by Mr. Dunholte, M. W. Fitzgeral, Dist. T. .

This model is a beautiful and exact scale model of the jet which will be used to do a windmill, supplies the power the burning of the accused at


New Film Classics Series to Show

Eminent MovItes

The faculty committee on lec-

tures and assemblies is now again offering the Film Clas-

sic Series. As usual, these films

will be shown in the Throop lounge. The series begins Thursday, April 1st, with "On the Avenue." This is the story of a dancing couple in New York City. The aim of the series is to help students to get a better understanding of the movies and to encourage the attend-

ance of the students to the film.

New Officers Installed By Student Houses and Throop

Toutz, Shreve, Schringer, Dissler, Kitching, Elected House Presidents

At the recent meeting of the Student Council, the students selected their officers, to serve this term and the first two terms of the new officers. Blacker's presidency is in Don Tousz, Tovessy is vice- 

precedent, and the new officers are now in the process of taking their places.
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The Executive Board is now in the charge of the new officers. The Board consists of the officers of the houses and the officers of the Student Council. The Board meets weekly to discuss the problems of the houses and to make plans for the future.
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As far as the present science fiction boom is concerned, Hollywood has made only one very good picture ("bicentennial Man") and one very bad one ("rocketship X-M"). Unfortunately it appears that this latter is to be the prototype of films to come. The first of these is "The Thing" (from Anthony Hooper, of which Charlie Sheen was very lucky, or unlucky, to catch a glimpse of."

**The Thing**

This picture can best be described as a remake of "Flash Gordon," even to the lifting of some of the choice dramatic scenes from that show, including the final chase over the ice. Only in this case instead of being made, the matter is found in a flying saucer frozen in on the North Pole. It is thawed out and proceeds to run amok. Where the original title, "What Goes There," relied on the monster's ability to metamorphose into and masquerade as human beings for its dramatic intensity, "The Thing" relies on a stock group of characters including an eccentric scientist, a wire-rack newspaperman, a beautiful stenographer, and a handsome flyboy.

The movie's scientific naiveté, obviousness, in that throughout the story the characters, as indicated by their gestures, survive enough radioactivity to kill a regiment. Nevertheless there are certain re-creating features, and the worst crime remains that instead of being expensive, it is expensive.

"The Thing" (from another point that just another possibility.

C. B.

**Stead Still**

Another excellent science fiction story which Hollywood seems to be well on its way to remaking is Harry Bates' "Fireball to the Maxx." This is being filmed by 20th Century, who have retitled it "The Day the Earth Stood Still and to quote the B. A. Tunes is "This is all for another planet from which we are separated by destruction. The film will have sociological aspects."

The Thing goes on to add that the movie will star John Alden, who plays a humanistic scientist, and "Billy Gray, 12 years at this film."

The original was a sensibly written story of a role who via his earth with a human companion that is killed by an avoidable ducking. Earthmen, through fear of starvation from upon earth, station the body of the man and place the robot and the opposition in a museum. Then one day a stampeded reporter and the robot are placed upon earth, which uncompromisingly reveal that the robot and the story revolves around discovering the robot's motive and eventually how she is able to reproduce his human companion.

**What the Hell Lives?**

**How the Half Lives?**

**Movies Are Better Than Ever?**

If you are disappointed with the present run of Hollywood movies, and most of us are, the Collegetalk film classics are a pleasant relief from the local lurches and Bette Davis sob stuff.

**Started Two Years Ago**

The film classics were started at Collegetalk two years ago. We used only early films, films and were on an immediate sell-out for both the Sunday and Monday night series. However, it is possible to see the presentations, with installation of new 35-mm projectors in Collegetalk hall. However, the trend continues, films kill off once more, and these assemblies have been running at a deficit.

**Film Classics Can Be Presented at the Request of the Audience**

The film classics assemblies can be presented at the request of the audience for a nominal fee ($5 for five assembly only because distribution lets us have the films cheaply as they are needed between 400 and 300 weeks.)

The films we have been screening are specified as entertainment films, but others have realized that these evenings are a line of films that can be shown in modern, well-equipped houses, the necessary social function of films, and that these evenings are a line of films that can be shown in modern, well-equipped houses, the necessary social function of films, and that these assemblies can be well exploited in the modern house.
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Netmen Meet Swimmers to Pomona Fri. Meet Pomona

The new year will bring in many conference matches and intrasquad meets to numerous schools for practice matches. Packed into the first week is a match with La. State on Monday, Pomona on Friday and Santa Barbara on Saturday. The conference meet will be played at 3:15 p.m. Fri.

Loss to Whittier

California's Bears won their tennis schedule last term with a close match against Whittier, terminating with a score of 5-2. Members of Tech's team are currently preparing to turn the tide next time they meet Whittier. Indications which say this promise may well be fulfilled are as follows:

Singles

Charles Phillips (W) def. Jack Martin (C), 6-4, 7-6.
Palmer Smith (C) def. Dave Dooly (W), 8-6.
Rodger Butler (C) def. Raymond Chapman (W), 6-4, 6-3.
Starr Davis (W) def. Burke Clark (C), 6-4, 5-7, 6-4.
Clarence Brown (W) def. Jim Lowry (C), 6-4, 6-2.
Gene Wyer (W) def. Tom Ellis (C), 6-4, 6-3.

Doubles

Martin-Smith (C) def. Phil Buckwheat and Dave Brown (W) 6-3, 6-3.
La Fleur-Erlony (C) def. Chapin and Wink (W) 6-3, 6-2.

More Finals

Henri and Llana placed second in the 100 free to put them in the finals again. Well and Connor won with 1:57 and 1:54 in the 200 relay.

(Continued on Page 4)

RedlandsCindermenBeat Tech; Triangular Today

Buttin' la

By Butler

With the weatherman doing a bang-up job of supplying the Southland with summer-like days, the spring sports program has gotten under way with a bang. Ed Peardair's basketball couldn't resist the diamond game over the holidays and hung around to play a few cons. While losing a close one to L.A. State, the lads did knock off Pomona in a shining battle.

The high saw Irwin win in 10.2, has very enthusiastic baseball. Followed by Irwin and Kliegel. In the major league clubs have Thed high saw Irwin win in 16.1, off Pomona 111 a 54. 51. 32.

Of finals, the Cai tech track learn With the weatherman doing last March held under ideal weather conditions has gotten under way with a r. 3:30.

Friday, March 51 ________ . _______ _

When all was well, the Superglue, crest-full of this evening after the Engineer swim team gets done with them. Conference competition opens for the Tech tankers this afternoon in the Pomona Pool.

Montana Trounced

Just before Mustans Trounced final rush on March 3, the swim team on the Mural Murals, and were victorious 7:28. The Bears won six of the nine events, breaking taking five of seven seconds. The team beat out next Tuesday at PCC.

The meet was started off famously for our own when Wall, Conner, and Houser won the 100 yd. med. relay. Immediately Haunt started picking up points, however. The Bears took the first and third in the 200 free. Kriske won the event in 2:18, a very good early season mark.

Lubby showed how it is possible for a good man to continue to do sports and still do a good job. Only a week after basketball season closed, he went in and won the 50 free. Then while the order was restored, Lubby's new diving freed, tho bottomless. With the Intermeuse meet, took a second in his event.

Comings through double-ups for the cause were Kirkpatrick and on the 220, 2:22, and Mullin, in the 350 and second in diving. Blacker, in the 200 and third and Skallkamp, with scoring. Skallkamp turned Stollkamp at the second and Neverman gets a double, 1:55.

(Continued on Page 4)

Be Happy. Go Lucky!

LUCKY TASTE BETTER THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!

Fine tobacco—and only fine tobacco—can give you the perfect mildness and rich taste that make a cigarette completely enjoyable. And with Lucky Strike Cigarettes. So if you're not happy with your present brand (and a 38-city survey shows that millions are not), switch to Lucky Strike. You'll find that Lucky tastes better than any other cigarette. Be Happy. Go Lucky today!

LS/M/F.T.—Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
somewhat by two men. Tech gave up only one hit.
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